Drivers Briefing April 2022

Flag Rules
Green Flag - A green flag lets competitors
know the track is clear for practice or
competition; it is also used to start or restart
a race.
Yellow Flag - A yellow flag alerts competitor of an unsafe condition
in that part of the track. A waving yellow flag means there is trouble
on the track. Drivers are to hold their position in these areas and
shall not pass another competitor until they have passed the waving
caution area.

Red Flag - A red flag alerts competitor of a halt to racing and to
stop as soon as they can do so safely. Drivers may be directed to
proceed to the front stretch or other designated area if it can be
done safely.

Black Flag - A waving black flag is used to inform a competitor they need to
exit the race course and proceed to the scale or pit area due to a rule infraction;
the flagman will make every attempt to display the kart number of the driver
receiving the black flag. If a competitor ignores a black flag it could lead to
additional penalties. A rolled black flag is a warning usually given for unsafe or
unsportsmanlike driving. If the actions continue it could lead to a waving black
flag and disqualification.

Flag Rules (continued)

Blue Flag - A blue/blue with yellow diagonal stripe flag is used to
alert competitor that they are about to be lapped and shall allow the
lead karts the preferred racing line to complete the pass.

White Flag - A white flag lets competitors know they are starting
the last lap of the race. If the white flag has been waved the
checkered flag will follow even if it is waved with another flag, i.e.,
red, yellow or black.

Checkered Flag - The checkered flag indicates the race or
practice session has concluded, and all competitors shall slow down
to a moderate pace, and safely proceed to the scale or pit area as
required to do so.

Race Start Procedures (all classes excluding Kid Kart/Shifter)

•
•
•

In formation 1st time by
all four tires through the two lanes until green flag
Front row may begin acceleration at yellow line

Race Start Procedures (Kid Kart)

•
•
•

Driver and 1 crew member will walk kart/kart stand to motorcycle start grid
Crew member will put the kart on ground and remove kart stand from the track
Head flagger will green flag after short rolling start

Thank You!

